News Caps

A spectacular flash of light that was seen from at least four states lit up the Western sky this week. It was believed to be a meteor entering the earth's atmosphere.

A spokesman at the Griffith Planetarium Observatory here in California, said he had received a dozen calls placing the meteor south of Santa Barbara, north of Los Angeles and inland, probably over central Nevada.

The American-sponsored ban on opium poppy farming introduced two years ago.

An official announcement said a resumption of private poppy cultivation would be permitted in seven different areas -- but under strict controls designed to stop opium reaching smuggling rings.

Willful murders have increased in California since a new death penalty law was put on the books January 1, but it's too early to draw conclusions, a state criminal analyst said this week.

Willful homicides increased by 19 during the first three months this year compared with the total for the same period one year ago, said R. P. Narloch, a state Department of Justice crime analyst.

The vanguard of 20,000 Lions Club members from around the world were on the prowl this week in San Francisco -- some busy collecting Lions Club pins, and collecting votes, that they scarcely got out of Brooks Hall to see the city.

Clemente

Clement is a native of Santiago, Chile where he lives at this time. Some of his many hobbies include: Soccer, Camping, Swimming and the outdoors. Needless to say--Perhaps we should plan on visiting Santiago.

July 7 — NAPA VALLEY WINE TOUR
Departs Round Up 9:00 a.m. Includes lunch at the Freemont Abbey Restaurant with choice of Breast of Chicken or Breaded Veal Cutlet; tour of two wineries complete with wine "tasting." Return in the late afternoon.
Members $11.95 Non-Members $13.95

July 14 — DEEP SEA FISHING
Departs Sport Fishing Center at 300 Jefferson St. on Fisherman's Wharf, 5:15 a.m., EARLY Sunday morning, includes bait, fish cleaning, rod & reel, tackle, fishing license, beer, wine, soft drinks and lunch. We will be trolling for Salmon. Return about 3:30 in the afternoon.
Members $29.95 Non-Members $33.95

NEXT ISSUE
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The door of the HOPPERS House studio opens and I step out onto Ocean Avenue and cross to the walk which borders the beach. A red canvas bag which belonged to my mother is slung over my shoulder. It seems to me that a new kind of excitement is in the air. I feel something. I do not look at them as I pass. I see the edges of Land's End. It is a morning of wild surf which borders the beach which is my country boyhood. I feel eleven years old again. To my left is the water and real black and further up the coast I see the edges of Land's End. It is a morning of wild surf which borders the beach which is my country boyhood. I feel eleven years old again. To my left is the water and real black and further up the coast I see the edges of Land's End. It is a morning of wild surf which borders the beach which is my country boyhood. I feel eleven years old again. To my left is the water and real black and further up the coast I see the edges of Land's End. I turn inward and lift all I can gather of free-form knarled sculptures. Oh blessed, holy ball of fire, I will purify this penetrating light. I will purify. I will purify. I will purify. I will purify. I will purify.

The chant follows me up Ocean Avenue toward the Cliff House. It is not running. It is just in.毛发yly, not coast. There's a calm, a calm. No one's wondering what the boys are thinking, what tonight is they have seen and of themselves.

The chant fades.

I stop at the entrance to the Ocean Boulevard. I see the sign. It is a morning of wild surf which borders the beach which is my country boyhood. I feel eleven years old again.

The chant follows me up Ocean Avenue toward the Cliff House. It is not running. It is just in.毛发yly, not coast. There's a calm, a calm. No one's wondering what the boys are thinking, what tonight is they have seen and of themselves.

The chant fades.

I stop at the entrance to the Ocean Boulevard. I see the sign. It is a morning of wild surf which borders the beach which is my country boyhood. I feel eleven years old again.

The chant follows me up Ocean Avenue toward the Cliff House. It is not running. It is just in.毛发yly, not coast. There's a calm, a calm. No one's wondering what the boys are thinking, what tonight is they have seen and of themselves.

The chant fades.

I stop at the entrance to the Ocean Boulevard. I see the sign.
FROM the DRESSING ROOM

By GENE ARCERI

PROM the DRESSING ROOM

Bridgman. For all of you who have My candle burns at both ends;
be reading it naturally.

And the large crowd of fans

Tripping At The Theater

with Ricky Tomlinson

Curiously at the Byways Theater, S.F. (Photo by Ron Ishak)

Along comes Mrs. Trench (Joan Collins) who is a million­
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Rekindle an Old Flame
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Getting to know you, again
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The revival for this year's Civic light three groups in a row now production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's
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for lovers and stranger...
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JOCKEY SHORT DANCE CONTEST
Sun. July 14 5pm
M.C. - LUCIOUS LORELLE
1ST PRIZE $100 CASH
2ND PRIZE $25 CASH

SEE THE GREAT WALL OF LIGHT

QUICK APPENDIX OPERATION

A quick appendix operation for

"I'm going to have a quick appendix operation, but I don't care."

- Marcus

TOADSTOOLS

A person like Marty from the

"I don't care."

- Marcus

THE NATIVE

A treatful person!

- Marcus

THE ENDUP

An event for everyone!

- Marcus

THE PENULTIMATE

A person like Marty from the

"I don't care."

- Marcus
**Bikers Move Out**

KALENDAR'S new B reliance Club, the Bicyclists have started with a roaring success.

The unique thing about the club is that you do not have to register, you just appear at the rendezvous point for each trip with a bicycle. A club fee of $1.00 and a pledge of $1.00 per month is made to the club. The club is 100% san francisco.

*These activities will include oversize snags, attach bicycle saddles, and small preview articles. We will call other bicycle groups - Mike 642-230, Joe 22-62, and KALENDAR with a bicycle. (We engage in 4 packs.)

**Next Trips**

**Sunday June 10**
Meet at 9 AM, Marina at Marina - Ride to S. Lake Merritt, Mike, 642-5406. Bike bay options.

**Sunday June 17**
Meet at Home 5110 Sooke Way 6 Sunset - Ride to S. Lake Merritt, Mike, 642-5406. Bike bay options.

---

**KALENDAR**

**FUNDRAISING SUPPORT DESIRE**

**MUSIC RECORDS**

**R. C. R. DUTCH GIRL 1210 Umon 441-7527**

These advertisers support this section of Kalendar - PLEASE SUPPORT THEM -

(D) Dancing bars
(R) Bars that serve food
(L) Open 24 Hours
( ) Bars that serve food

---

**TASTERS CHOICE**

**BILLY YARNELL**

Bumono's Floating Restaurant

In the early days of San Francisco, which was then called Yerba Buena, an Italian named Bazzuro, who toiled out beyond the Farallones, started his restaurant on board the ship a restaurant which immediately attracted attention and was soon the greatest establishment of fish come in. Here Paladini, the owner of a small sailboat to be used as a restaurant, several times the day's gathering of gardeners drove their great wagons into the restaurant and have it prepared to orders.

---

**RAWS**

1. New Bell Salon 1505 Polk 775-6900 (G18)
2. House of Representatives 100 Polk 855-0930 (C)
3. The Mule House 900 Polk 673-7461 (G18)
4. Puck Club Salon 600 Polk 885-2165 (G18)
5. Briangis 685 Polk 771-9144 (G18)
6. Turtles 761 Polk 673-6835 (G18)
7. Gangway 841 Polk 855-8446 (G18)
8. Honey Dew 7410 Sutler 855-0511 (G18)
9. Basso's Floating Restaurant 1 Polk 775-0584 (G18)
10. Qui-Larkin R C R Dutch Girl 1210 Umon 441-7527 (G18)

---

**Map listings cost $20. for 10 issues (25 cents each), payable in Advance.**
Tired of Acid... Indigestion... Try The Endup

"Somebody for Everything!
At The Roundup Young Masculine Western

The Missouri Mule
2346 Market
6:00-8:00

Dinner Tuesday-Friday
Ma-Ti Sun. Bronchos Monday Rowling Special

Tickets $3 at Door and at participating bars

Groovy Quo
Susie Crisco
Contest
"The First"

Presenting

The Chrusty Twins

World Premiering Exclusively at the

Nob Hill Cinema,
720 Bush

Featuring: Acu-Jack
and the

Chrusty Twins
X-Rated/Color/All Male Cast

Tiarla Lorelei & Tiar 1 'Varlmus
Saturday July 20, 9 p.m.

Racey Peters

HP 961-5098

Overcoming round shoulders will require constant effort on your part to watch your posture, and whenever you find yourself slouching, always remember to keep your chest up and shoulders back position. This is one exercise you should be doing several times a day, especially when you find yourself slouching, stiff leg deadlifts. And don't forget - just be more conscious of your posture and in time, you will improve your appearance tremendously.
CLASS ADS

$1.00 First Line
Each Line Thereafter .75

Ads

Name
City
State
Zip
Telephone

START AD HERE $1.00

We reserve the right to edit or repeat any ad.

We reserve the right to edit or repeat any ad.

100.00 min res. w/in. Same Rates

$30.00 per sec. out.

FURNISHING ROOM FOR HIRE

August. $20 per wk. Full

Contact Fashion House,

*NAME OF CITY

ZIP CODE

TELEPHONE AREA CODE

Make checks payable to:

KALENDAR

285-0392

Available upon request. Inquiries to

KALENDAR dot SF.

Address

FURNISHING ROOM FOR HIRE

August. $20 per wk. Full

Contact Fashion House,

*NAME OF CITY

ZIP CODE

TELEPHONE AREA CODE

Make checks payable to:

KALENDAR

285-0392

Available upon request. Inquiries to

KALENDAR dot SF.

Address

100.00 min res. w/in. Same Rates

$30.00 per sec. out.

FURNISHING ROOM FOR HIRE

August. $20 per wk. Full

Contact Fashion House,
JULY 4th.
BARE CHEST
PARTY
2pm-3pm
MISSION STREET
1817 Mission
San Francisco
415-863-5199

This Friday July 5th. & Sat. July 6th
9pm. till?
Beer 40¢
Well 60¢
Hot Dogs

Welcome Home Party
DEAN
CHARLES

Photo by: P. Soto

MISSION STREET
To Downtown

VALENCIA STREET

Kalendar